Camas High School students are expected to dress appropriately to maintain a school wide focus on learning. The CHS dress code helps to create an environment of respect and safety for all.

**DRESS CODE**

No inappropriate logos, slogans, and pictures.

No see-through tops or bottoms.

Underwear hidden from view.

Shoulder straps are a minimum width of 2 inches.

Middle, navel, hip & back areas covered.

Shorts & skirts must be mid-thigh length when sitting.

Clean indoor shoes.

Proper shoes for gym.

No hats in school.

No cleavage showing.

No accessories such as sunglasses, hoods, swim wear, ski goggles.......

No see-through tops or bottoms.

No pajamas, slippers, robes...

Students who need to change clothing may:
- change if they have extra clothing at school;
- wear alternate clothing provided at school; or,
- call home to have a change of clothing brought to school.